
 

 

2014 DIVISON I WRESTLING

CHAMPIONSHIP PREVIEW 
 

99 LBS 
The Breakdown:  Kelan McKenna is currently not only the number one wrestler at this 

weight in D1 in Section 3, he’s the top wrestler in the state at this weight. With a title at 

Eastern States on his resume McKenna is the easy favorite here. Opposite him is Matt Griffin, 

an 8th grader from JD/CBA and the Class AA champion. Rounding out the top 4 are Carthage 

freshman Marcelino Aponte and McKenna’s teammate Lucas King as the 3 and 4 seed 

respectfully. Jerry Nash of Liverpool finished third at Class AA after being upset by Kevin 

Lewis in the first round but in a top heavy weight class he could sneak into the semifinals. 

The Prediction:  You never want to say something is a lock, but McKenna is the class of this 

field by a wide margin. The semifinal between Griffin and Aponte should be good, but they 

are wrestling for second on Saturday. 

McKenna T-Fall Griffin 
 

106 LBS 
The Breakdown:  Tucker Amato enters Sectionals as the number one seed at 106, the Class A 

champion, and with a good season under his belt. With loses only to some of the best in D2 

Amato has been tough to beat by any big school opponent. Class AA Champion Joe Barber is 

the #2 seed and the runner up at Class AA Austin Dugar is third. Another McKenna is seeded 

as Ian McKenna nabbed the 4th seed, Fulton’s Joe Abelgore who spent most of the year at 

99 is up at 106 for Sections and is the 5 seed with Central Square’s Jacob Garrow is the 6th 

seed. 

The Prediction:  The quarters at this weight could be barnburners with potential 

Garrow/Duger and McKenna/Abelgore match-ups. I think Garrow can repeat his early season 

win over Duger and McKenna to get a narrow win over Abelgore. Barber has already beaten 

Garrow, but Amato and McKenna ran close at Classes, expect the same here and whoever 

wins that semifinal will likely take the title at the end of the day. 

Amato dec Barber 
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113 LBS 
The Breakdown:  Another top heavy weight with two super sophomores as the headliners. 

Andy McFarland of Carthage is the top seed and Audey Ashkar is the second seed. Both won 

at classes last weekend, both are 35-3, and both want that sectional title. However Stefan 

Colbert and Joe Barber, the runner ups from last week aren’t going to roll over for them 

and they look to crash the party. Kevin Tucker could land a quarterfinal date with Joe Barber 

and after Barber’s injury default at classes, the youngster from Fulton and his 20 wins 

could sneak an unlikely upset win. 

The Prediction:  I think you’ll see the seeds hold to the semifinals. McFarland should advance 

over a game Barber and Ashkar should dispatch Colbert since he beat him at sectionals last 

season. So we get the final we want with the two super sophomores. Both are strong, both 

are tenacious, but only one gets to stand atop the podium. It could go either way, and the 

fans are the real winners. 

Ashkar dec McFarland 
 

120 LBS 
The Breakdown:  Mitch Woodworth comes to the SRC Arena looking for a second Sectional 

title. He’s only been defeated once this season and is the number seed. Dandre Norman is 

unbeaten this season, won classes last week and looks to be the biggest threat to 

Woodworth. Class runner ups Pete Nash and Jeff Marraffa bring gaudy records and a lot of 

skill to the field and Jack Hogan of Auburn might be the guy no one knows about, but could 

make the most noise of anyone at this weight. 

The Prediction:  Woodworth beat Nash 13-0 earlier this season at the Andersen. With the two 

likely squaring off again in the semis don’t expect that big a gap, but expect the same end 

result. Marraffa surprised me last week by keeping tight with Woodworth and could 

frustrate Norman, but Dandre is too focused on that unblemished record to not even make 

the final. Woodworth pinned Norman two years ago at sectionals and while Dandre has 

improved, so has Mitch. 

Woodworth dec  Norman 
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126 LBS 
The Breakdown:  Two Class A rivals sit atop the bracket at 126 with Indian River’s Nick 

Toutant on the top line and New Hartford’s Dempsey King as the second seed. They battled 

to a tight 4-3 decision in the Class A finals last week with Toutant coming out on top and 

earning MOW honors for his win. Many people want to see the rematch on the campus of 

OCC this weekend, but Class AA champion Tyler Heggelke is looking to play spoiler. Also in 

the field are a pair of Red Rams in Cole Murphy and Arsen Bagiryan. Add Anthony Ianno of 

Liverpool and James Lamson of Watertown and you’ve got a pretty good field here indeed. 

The Prediction:  Toutant has the easier draw and moves onto the final. I think that Heggelke 

is not happy about being overlooked by the field here and knocks off King who could be 

looking ahead at avenging that loss to Toutant. In the final Toutant will be looking to head 

back to Albany, but this time he’ll get to do it as a Sectional Champion 

Toutant dec Heggelke 
 

132 LBS 
The Breakdown:  All season we’ve pretty much written in Pat Quinlan’s name at 132 when it 

came to the champion and with good reason. FM’s all time win leader looked unbeatable 

against Section III competition this season, save for the loss to Mexico’s Austin Whitney. 

Enter Matt Lauro, the man who upset Quinlan last week at Class AA 10-9 in the final stealing 

the Class AA title and the number one seed from the Hornets product. They are joined by 

younger Jonathon Earl of Fulton, who won the Class A title and Austin Coleman of Oswego, 

the runner up in Class A in a thin weight class. 

The Prediction:  Keeping on this revenge theme I see Coleman taking out Earl to make the 

semifinals, but then falling to Quinlan. Lauro gets an easy path to the final where the two 

men square off again. One of the hardest things to do in sports is to be someone twice in a 

row, especially if you’re the underdog. It wouldn’t surprise me if Lauro got it done on 

Saturday, but I just don’t see history repeating itself this time. 

Quinlan dec Lauro 
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138 LBS 
The Breakdown:  3 seniors head the field at 138 with B’Ville’s Kevin Paul heading into 

Sectionals with the number one seed at 138. Paul ran through the Class AA field last week 

and earned that top seed with a 35-5 record. New Hartford’s Sean McKenna won the Class A 

title this season and is looking to bring another title back to New Hartford. Class runner ups 

Joe Copani and Daesean Williams round up the top 4 seeds and sophomore Tim Holden of 

Fulton also has 26 wins and could surprise. 

The Prediction:  Williams and Holden represent the near future at this weight in D1, but on 

Saturday expect seniority to be served. Paul over Williams in one semi and McKenna over 

Copani in the other. We get the 1 v 2 matchup everyone wants and it could go either way 

with the way McKenna is wrestling this season, but Paul will be looking for a 3rd sectional 

title and I see him getting it in a real good match. 

Paul dec McKenna 
 

145 LBS 
The Breakdown:  145 looks to be a top heavy bracket with the top 4 seeds the likely favorites 

to make the semifinals. Tristan Broddus is the number one seed and the Class AA Champion. 

Blake Engebretsen of Central Square won the Class A title last weekend and nabbed the 

number two seed. Runner ups Connor Ross of B’Ville and Collin Flynn of Fulton were runner 

ups last week and nabbed the third and fourth seeds respectfully. These 4 wrestlers have 

131 wins between themselves and 30 losses. It could be anyone’s game. 

The Prediction:  Ross/Engebretsen is shaping up for an awesome semifinal. Engebretsen 

teched Ross earlier this year and you know Ross is looking to get that win back. Broddus has 

looked good all season and will likely defeat Flynn in the semifinal. If Broddus makes the 

final he’s beaten Engebretsen and Ross this season, so it makes this prediction a little 

easier. 

Broddus dec Engebretsen 
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152 LBS 
The Breakdown:  Darren Breen shows up at the SRC Arena on a hotstreak after the Liverpool 

product took down the Class AA title defeating two seed Chad McArdell 8-7 in the final. 

Class A champion Jordan Attwood of Oswego is the three seed and two more Class AA 

wrestlers Sam Ruiz and Stephen Petrelli earned seedings as well. While Max Emond of 

Central Square is seeded, he’s one more for the future, but a solid 22 win season for a 

freshman is nothing to mess around with. 

The Prediction:  I think you’ll see teammates in the semis with Petrelli upsetting Ruiz to get a 

match-up against Breen. McArdell is probably too much for Attwood and Breen takes down 

McArdell’s teammate to set up a Class AA championship rematch. The two have split the 

season series with McArdell pinning Breen earlier this year and Breen taking the rematch at 

Classes. Could go either way, but I think Breen gets stung by McArdell. 

McArdell dec Breen 
 

160 LBS 
The Breakdown:  Upperclassman v. Underclassman is one of the most interesting storylines 

that you can see at Sectionals because you can see the future of the section rise up and take 

the torch from the upperclassman and we might not see a better chance of this than at 160 

pounds. Jerrett Norton of CNS nabbed the top seed with a Class AA championship over his 

teammate Tom Petersen and Fulton’s Travis Race got the second seed by pinning his way to 

the Class A title. These two are the lass of the field and it would take a good effort for anyone 

else to stop that matchup 

The Prediction:  Race matches up against Petersen in the semis, and should repeat his 

victory that he got at the Section III Dual Meet. Norton should dispatch of Issac Havens to 

make the final as well. You’d like to think that that since Petersen had been to sectionals 

before he’d have the experience edge and would be willing to beat Race, but I like the 

youngster here since he has nothing to lose. For at least one weight, youth will be served at 

sectionals. 

Race dec Norton 
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170 LBS 
The Breakdown:  Yet another weight where it would be a surprise if the top two seeds didn’t 

meet each other in the final. Sonny McPherson is a returning sectional champion, the 

reigning Class A champion and hasn’t been beaten by anyone in Section 3 this season. Tim 

Byrnes has been one of highlights for the good season at F-M, winning the class AA title, and 

comes in with only losses to Triston Engle and Jacob Woolson.  If you’re the risk taking type, 

perhaps you should take a chance on Bryce Reed of Carthage to maybe make the final, the 

Class A runner up has only lost to McPherson in D1 and could give Byrnes a challenge in his 

semifinal. 

The Prediction:  McPherson gets a likely matchup with James Bailey in the semifinals who he 

majored at Classes. Byrnes will likely take out Reed in the semifinal in a close matchup. It 

looks close, but when you consider that McPherson is the only guy to beat Engle this season 

and is looking for a sectional repeat, it’s hard to go again him. It wouldn’t shock anyone if 

Byrnes got the win, but I just don’t see it. 

McPherson dec Byrnes 
 

182 LBS 
The Breakdown:  Gunnar Sutphen of B’Ville and Mark Friske of JD/CBA have had great 

seasons and have so far split the season series, with each man pinning the other. Sutphen 

had the last laugh last week by nailing Friske to the mat to win the Class AA title. Class A 

champion Landon Slawson is also looking to close his career with a sectional champion and 

Class A runner up Caleb Null may only be a freshman but he’s a dangerous looking 6 seed. 

The Prediction:  Sutphen got a good break by avoiding Null or Slawson on his side and 

should walk into the final. Friske has a much harder road to the final and should get there 

defeating a game Null, fresh off an upset over Slawson in the semis. With Sutphen and Friske 

it feels like the ultimate coin flip match. I’m leaning to Friske because he’s come close in the 

SRC Arena before, but Sutphen has shown he’s been able to tame that Red Ram. It should be 

a war. 

Friske dec Sutphen 
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195 LBS 
The Breakdown:  If you don’t believe that Kelan McKenna is the biggest lock this weekend, 

then maybe you are in the camp of Ben Honis being that lock. Honis has been dominant this 

season with his lone loss coming to Reggie Williams of Section IV at Eastern States. This isn’t 

met as a slight to the guys like Chris Bortel, Austin Piazza, and Kade Andrews, but Honis is 

on another level. 

The Prediction:  Honis sends a statement to Williams and Levi Ashley that he’s ready for 

Albany by pinning his way through Sectionals as he gets ready for the bigger goal, a state 

title. 

Honis pin Bortel 
 

220 LBS 
The Breakdown:  I’ve been quite critical of this weight this season because of how wildly 

inconsistent it has been but that’s what makes it this weekend’s most exciting weight at 

sectionals. The addition of top seed Joe Nasoni of B’Ville makes a deep field even deeper 

with Tyler Hudson of Whitesboro, EJ Sampo of Central Square, Andres Anoceto of CNS, Ron 

Wilson of Liverpool, and Matt Marshall of Fulton all with over 20 wins including many of 

them over others seeded in the field. 

The Prediction:  My semifinals right now are Nasoni/Wilson and a Class A rematch between 

Hudson and Sampo. A close decision win for Nasoni over Wilson early on in the season looks 

to be the same result this weekend, but I expect Sampo to flip the script on Hudson in a close 

low scoring match. Nasoni got Sampo earlier this season 4-3, but I expect that Sampo 

continues his trail toward getting his wins back and pulls the big upset win over Nasoni in a 

close match. 

Sampo dec Nasoni 
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285 LBS 
The Breakdown:  There is something consistent about the North Country sending us great 

heavyweights at Patrick Gibbons of Carthage is cut from that mold. The returning Sectional 

champion comes to the OCC campus with an unblemished record and the solid chance of a 

repeat. Standing in his way is Jared West of CNS, a solid senior heavyweight and the Class 

AA champion, and Class A runner up Joe Madonia of Whitesboro. Both are looking to take 

down the current top dog as are two wrestlers from Oswego County, Eric Doviak of Oswego 

and Fulton’s Malachi Manford.  More interesting are a pair of sophomore challengers in 

Liverpool’s David Carnie and IOT’s Quamvelique Pettiford. 

The Prediction:  Traditionally 285 is one of the hardest weights to predict because it comes 

to either first throw or first trip. Based on current seeding I’d say Gibbons over Carnie in one 

semifinal and West over Madonia in the other. It’s hard to look past the current champion for 

this weekend and I’m rolling with that North Country pipeline to give us another 

heavyweight champion. 

Gibbons pin West 
 

TEAM COMPETITION 
The Prediction:  Based on what I’ve given as predictions here I have Indian River winning 

three titles and Baldwinsville, Fulton, JD/CBA, and F-M winning two. Fulton had 17(!) people 

qualify for sectionals so they have the numbers to win and the potential of there kids to 

wrestle back onto the podium can’t be overlooked.  Expect them to get a tight win over 

Baldwinsville with Indian River finishing in third. 

1. Fulton, 2. Baldwinsville, 3. Indian River 
 


